Secret Island and Hidden Treasures

By Samson Hanha
Once upon a time there was a explorer kid. He sailed on a boat. He saw the island. There were green and slimy monsters. He fought the monsters with a sword. The sword was really tiny and really sharp.
He killed the monsters.
He looked all around the island and then he saw an X on the ground. Then he remembered that X marks the spot. So he dug and a treasure was there!
He got it out of the ground. When he was going back to the boat he heard something in the trees. Something jumped on the kid! He dropped the treasure. It was a monkey! He got the treasure.
and he ran as fast as he could. He got back to the raft. The monkey almost got in the boat. He fell in the water. The boat went away. The monkey chased the boat. They were going to the
ity. They were going for age and days until the monkey could not swim any more. The treasure was safe and sound. The end.